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COMMONKADS is a well-known metho
dology for the development of knowledge
based systems. In this methodology one 
constructs so-called models of expertise 
as a basis for the development. A new fea
ture with respect to older versions of the 
KADS methodology is a formal version of 
these models, whereby models of expertise 
are expressed in a special logical lan
guage called (ML)2 that is tailored to the 
needs of KBS methodology. Our paper 
presents TheME, an environment for con
structing and manipulating these formal 
models of expertise. We consider the role 
of formal methods in conceptual knowl
edge modelling and briefly introduce the 
ingredients of the formal framework. 
Next, we discuss the rationale behind the 
TheME environment that supports the 
formalisation process. The functionality 
of the environment is described and illus
trated in detail and experiences and fu
ture developments are discussed. TheME 
constitutes one of the tools of the COM
MONK ADS knowledge engineering work
bench currently under construction. 
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1. Introduction: the Role of Formal 
Methods in Conceptual Modelling 

KADS is a widely used methodology for KBS devel
opment. It may be said to be a de facto standard, es
pecially in Europe. A fundamental idea underlying 
KADS is that KBS development is to be seen as a 
modelling activity. One of the most important mod
els is the so-called model of expertise which models 
the knowledge used in reasoning in conceptual "real
world" tenninology. To this end, KADS provides a 
general framework: it distinguishes various catego
ries or "layers" of knowledge (domain, inference, 
task and strategic knowledge) and provides a vocab
ulary for further characterising different types and 
roles of knowledge within these categories and for 
the links between them. We will not further discuss 
here the KADS framework but refer to the extensive 
literature, e.g., (Wielinga and Breuker, 1986; Breuk
er and Wielinga, 1989; Wielinga et-al., 1989; 
Schreiber et-al., 1991). 

In the Esprit-II project P5248 "KADS-II" currently 
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underway, an extended and improved version of this 
methodology is being developed called the COM
MONKADS methodology. One of the objectives of 
the project is to develop a state of the art conceptual 
modelling language based on a unification of exsit
ing approaches towards knowledge level modelling 
(Wielinga et~al., 1992). A new aspect of COMMON
KADS is that it introduces the possibility to employ 
formal methods for the modelling of knowledge. We 
believe that there are several good reasons to do so 
(Balder and Akkermans, 1990,Akkermans et~al., 

1992, because the conceptual model of expertise 
plays a crucial role in KBS development, but cur
rently has major limitations in that it is informal and 
hence can be ambiguous and not sufficiently precise 
for further analysis and design. 

We can summarise the role of (informal) conceptual 
models as follows: 

• The conceptual model describes the target prob
lem-solving behaviour of the artefact (or more 
generally the expertise of any intelligent agent), 
but does so in conceptual ("knowledge-level") 
terms of the domain expertise itself. It thus ab
stracts from KBS implementation aspects. 

• Accordingly, the conceptual model plays a crucial 
role as a communication vehicle between the 
knowledge engineer and the domain experts and 
users, as it is expressed in a vocabulary familiar 
to them. 

• It thus provides the conceptual basis for the KBS 
design - no more and no less. Of course, in 
some cases conceptual features straightforwardly 
map onto computational methods. However, usu
ally this is not the case: it is not in conventional 
software and it would therefore be highly unlike
ly to be the case for knowledge-based systems. 
Consequently, additional activities are necessary 
before KBS design (i.e., decision making with 
respect to computational methods to be used in 
the KBS) and implementation can meaningfully 
commence. 

It is here that formal methods come into play. The 
general role of formalisation is to enhance the pro
cess of conceptual modelling in various ways: 

• Formal methods yield additional means for mak
ing conceptual models more precise and less 
ambiguous. We note that it is possible and useful 
to formalise only parts of a conceptual model, 
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notably those parts that are unclear or that are 
critical to the functioning of the KBS, for exam
ple due to external requirements. We also note 
that the price one usually has to pay for increased 
detail and precision is greater complexity of the 
model. 

• A (partly) formalised conceptual model provides 
more and better handles for inspecting its con
sistency and correctness. 

• Hence, it is important as part of the technical 
documentation of a KBS and valuable for re
view actions as undertaken in quality assurance 
systems. 

• Upon mechanising the used formal language by 
introducing theorem-proving capabilities, it be
comes possible to carry out simulations of the 
prohlem-solving behaviour of a model. Simula
tion helps to test the adequacy of a conceptual 
model and is a widely used method in engineer
ing design in general. 

• As a result of the above, formal modelling pro
vides useful feedback to conceptual modelling 
and generates a morc solid KBS design basis. 

As part of the COMMONKADS methodology, a for
mal language has been developed for knowledge 
modelling. It is based on a variety of standard logic 
elements but in a way that matches the conceptual 
COMMONKADS framework. This language is called 
(ML)2 and has been described in (Akkermans et. aI., 
1992; van Harmelen and Balder, 1992 and various 
Esprit reports available from the authors; a brief 
sketch is given in the next section. The present paper 
focusses on TheME, an environment that supports 
formal knowledge modelling with (ML)2 and is part 
of the COMMONKADS knowledge engineering 
workbench currently under construction. The design 
requirements and rationale of TheME are described 
in Sec. 3. In Sec. 4 its functionality is explained and 
illustrated in some detail. Finally, we discuss experi
ences from formal knowledge modelling with 
TheME and indicate directions for further work. 

2 The (ML)2 Language 

The formal modelling language (ML)2 for KADS 
conceptual models has been described elsewhere in 
several recent papers, see (Akkermans et~al., 1992; 
van Harmelen et~al., 1990; van Harmelen et~al. 
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1990; van Hannelen and Balder, 1992. The fonnal 
modelling language has been designed such that the 
various knowledge types distinguished in the con
ceptual modelling language of COMMONKADS can 
be expressed by means of different fonnal con
structs. An (ML)2 description is basically a structure 
of logical theories. The choice of both the logic and 
the structure has been derived from the nature of the 
various elements ocurring in the COMMONKADS 
framework, as briefly indicated below. 

Layered framework. COMMONKADS distinguish
es different categories or "layers" of knowledge: the 
domain, inference, task and strategy layers. This 
layered structure - a prominent feature in the KADS 
methodology for KBS development - recurs in 
(ML)2, each layer consisting of a set of logical mod
ules of a certain structure. Thus, in our fonnal (ML)2 
models the various layers occur as separate compo
nents of the knowledge model, in a one-to-one rela
tion to the layers of the conceptual model of exper
tise. This is also implemented in TheME. Some ex
amples are found further on in this paper. 

Domain layer. Domain knowledge is modelled in 
(ML)2 as logical theories. Each theory consists of a 
signature and a set of axioms. The logical language 
is usually first-order order-sorted predicate calculus 
(order-sorted FOPC), but it can be extended to in
clude, for example, modal operators. Domain knowl
edge can be fonnally structured, since (ML)2 allows 
for the modular combination of separate subtheories 
(for example corresponding to separate domain con
cepts in the conceptual model of expertise). This 
modular structuring and recombination is done by 
means of simple meta-theoretic operators, such as 
the import operator which generates the union of 
two theories. In this respect (ML)2 is the KBS equiv
alent of algebraic specification languages for con
ventional software (Bergstra et-al., 1990). 

Inference layer. Also the knowledge at the infer
ence layer is modelled in tenns of a modular order
sorted FOPe. The modular structure is such that the 
well-known inference structure diagrams in KADS 
and in (ML)2 are identical. Primitive inference ac
tions and dynamic knowledge roles I are thus visible 
in (ML)2 as separate components, with their own spe
cific fonnat: dynamic knowledge roles are modules 
consisting of signature only (defining the language 
used at the inference layer), while primitive infer
ence actions are theory modules characterised by a 
single leading predicate identical to the name occur-
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ring in the conceptual inference diagram. 

Task layer. In COMMONKADS the task layer con
tains control and procedural knowledge which can
not be naturally modelled in terms of FOPe. There
fore we use at the task layer a different logical lan
guage, viz. quantified dynamic logic (QDL, a multi
modal logic) that is able to speak about the execution 
of (here: inference) actions and has built-in notions 
of sequence, iteration and selection. This QDL is a 
superset of the language used at the inference layer 
such that the task structures of KADS can be written 
down fonnally. Thus, it is possible to formally ex
press procedural knowledge and have a declarative 
semantics. 

Links between layers. In (ML)2 the relation be
tween the domain and inference layer is a meta-rela
tion. This is a natural solution since the domain layer 
describes the content of expert knowledge, while the 
inference layer speaks about the inferential use of 
the domain knowledge. The link between these 
layers is specified in (ML)2 by a so-called liftdefini
tion. It gives domain theories a name at the inference 
layer by establishing a naming relation. This map
ping is achieved via sets of rewrite rules. A particu
lar feature is that we do not use the conventional 
quotation or structural-descriptive names, but instead 
employ a user-definable naming. This type of nam
ing relation makes it possible to give meaningful 
names to domain knowledge elements that express 
the role that they play in the inference process. In 
addition to meaningful naming, (ML)2 employs so
called reflection rules in order to establish object
meta-knowledge relationships. For a further techni
cal discussion the reader is referred to the above-cit
ed papers on (ML)2. Interestingly, the link between 
the inference and task layers in (ML)2 is not a meta
relation, but an embedding relation: the FOpe lan
guage used at the inference layer is embedded in the 
QDL language of the task layer. Thus, the control 
knowledge of the task layer is to be seen as an ad
dition to the inference knowledge. 

In brief, our fonnal modelling language has a multi
level and multi-language structure (hence the name 

I. Primitive inference actions and dynamic knowledge roles are 
the COMMONKADS equivalents, as defined by the Esprit~project 
"KADS-II", for the former knowledge sources and metadasses. In 
the remainder of this paper we will conform to the KADS-II termi
nology, but users of the earlier versions of KADS may simply re
place this with knowledge sources and metaciasses without being 
led into misinterpretations. ) 
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(ML)2). As such, it has some logical features in com
mon with systems like Socrates (Jackson et-al., 
1989), REFLOG (Lavrac and Vassilev, 1989) and 
FOL (Weyhrauch, 1980), but in contrast to these 
(ML)2 is tailored to the COMMONKADS KBS metho
dology. 

3 Rationale for TheME 

When a knowledge engineer is constructing a formal 
knowledge model, we can distinguish two main ac
tivities. One is the actual design of the model, the 
other one is a task that is more administrative in na
ture, namely, taking care that the formal knowledge 
model is (stays) syntactically correct and well
formed. In practice, the second activity can be very 
complex and time-consuming. Most of the latter ac
tivity is well defined, however, and can easily be 
performed by a machine. This is the rationale behind 
TheME. 

TheME is not a tool in the sense that it can perform a 
predefined task. Rather it can be seen as a very accu
rate co-worker that keeps track of all the nitty-gritty 
details of the formal model while the user (knowl
edge engineer) can concentrate on the design compo
nent of the task. (We actually observed this phenom
enon when two people work together in constructing 
a formal model. Most of the time one is doing the 
design while the other keeps track of the formal de
tails.) This "co-worker" only speaks up when the in
tegrity of the model is violated. But it can be con
sulted if the user wants to know certain details about 
the model. Besides this, another important feature is 
to offer only that functionality to the user that is ap
propriate in a certain context. 

An idea that very much influenced the architecture 
of TheME was that of so-called self-contained con
texts. When the user carries out a certain task he 
switches to the context most appropriate for that 
task. This context must contain all necessary infor
mation (and functionality) to perform the task. Only 
in this way can the user do the things he wants to, 
without having to go to other contexts where the 
functionality s/he wants is available. Thus, user ac
tions are minimalized. 

3.1 The Process of Formal Modelling 

The functionality of TheME was deduced from ob
serving actual model development and partly it was 
done by introspection. This resulted in the following 
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observations. 

• Humans use several levels of abstraction and fre
quently shift between these levels. Sometimes 
several levels are used at the same time. 

• Items in the model are viewed externally and in
ternally, i.e. sometimes items are viewed as 
atomic entities with respect to their role in a larg
er structure and sometimes the internal structure 
of an item is inspected. 

• Different cross sections of the knowledge model 
are needed. Sometimes these are cross sections 
like in the COMMONKADS methodology, i.e. 
layers. Sometimes these are cross sections that 
show items selected according to certain -proper
ties like: all knowledge modules that have a cer
tain component in their signature. 

• At higher levels of abstraction, that is at levels 
above the level of logic statements, graphical 
representations are the basic means to represent 
information. 

• There is a constant need to present the same in
formation in different ways. For example, graph
ical as well as textual. In situations where build
ing the formal model is done without a support
ing environment it can be observed that a lot of 
time is needed to keep these different representa
tions of the knowledge consistent. Often, errors 
occur because different representations are as
sumed to be consistent while in fact they are not. 

All the above mentioned observations together with 
experiences with a first prototype of this environ
ment called StrucTOOL (Balder and Akkermans, 
1990) led to general requirements for a supporting 
environment for building formal knowledge models. 
Summarising we can formulate the requirements as 
follows. 

• Visualisation of the model and user interaction 
through this visual metaphor. 

• Support for different points of view. 

• Different levels of aggregation, e.g. KADS layer 
level, module level, axiom level. 

• Continuous checking of formal consistency of 
the model. 

• Where-what-how support. 

• Restrict formal constructs to the COMMONKADS 
models. 
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TheME was built in an evolutionary way starting 
from these requirements. Further requirements were 
defined while developing the environment. Most of 
the time these were functionalities not yet thought 
about because they were too complex or too time
consuming for a human to perform. Much in the line 
of thought: ... but If we do have all this information 
on line we could easily do .... In this category one 
finds for example: 

• Tracing the origin of syntax elements, i.e. finding 
out where, i.e. in which knowledge module, they 
were originally defined. 

• Finding out where in the knowledge model a cer
tain item is used and with what meaning. 

• Finding out declarations that are redundant, i.e. 
never used 

In the Section 4 we will describe the functionality of 
TheME as developed from these requirements. Be
fore that we will discuss in more detail the concept 
of well-fonnedness. 

3.2 Well-formed ness of a formal model 

TheME helps to guarantee the mathematical well
formedness of the model. To accomplish this the 
system starts with the empty model ( 0 ) which of 
course has all the well-fonnedness properties we 
want. Thereafter the system checks all additions to 
the model, whether from file or from user interac
tion. Modifications to a module are effected by 
adding this modified module to the model, replac
ing the existing module. Additions are only author
ised if the new model is still consistent2 

Below we will describe what kind of checks are nec
essary to keep a model well-fonned: 

Syntax. The first thing to check is the syntax of the 
description of the knowledge modules. A complete 
syntax description for (ML)2 has been defined in ( 
van Hannelen and Balder, 1992). 

Declaration. The signature of a knowledge module 
defines the language in which axioms from the theo
ry can be expressed. Therefore the elements of an 

2. It should be noted that we only talk about mathematical prop
erties of the model here. It is very well possible to produce a well
formed model that it completely nonsensical from a conceptual 
point of view. Accessing the semantics of a model clearly is still 
only within the competence of the human knowledge engineer. 
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axiom have to be defined (in the signature) before 
they can be used (in the axioms). Furthermore, with
in a signature, there also is a dependency: sorts used 
in the declaration of constants and predicate- and 
function schemas must have been declared'. before
hand. 

Context. In the present mathematical framework we 
distinguish two principal ingredients: (logical) theo
ries which represent a chunk of knowledge and lift
definitions which define a meta-level naming for ob
ject-level items. Although there is some overlap in 
the type of elements that can occur in both elements, 
there are also differences. The context, theory or lift
definition, detennines which constructs are allowed. 

Typing. The fonnalism used to describe the logical 
theories is order-sorted logic, which implies that all 
constants (variables) are of a certain sort. Likewise 
axioms are instances of predicate schemata which 
describe the sort of the elements of an axiom. There 
must be consistency between the sort of elements in 
a predicate and the sorts defined in the schema of the 
predicate. 

4 The actual environment 

In this section we will describe the functionality of 
the actual environment. First we give some general 
properties and after that we go top-down through the 
environment, starting with the model-level, through 
the KADS-Iayer-Ievel down to the module-level. 
We present some examples to illustrate the consider
ations mentioned in the previous section. 

In constructing TheME we tried to establish a com
mon "look-and-feel" for all parts of the system. This 
"look-and-feel" is governed by the following simple 
rules: 

• All visible items that have an internal structure 
can be opened to show this structure. 

• All functionality can be activated by means op 
pop-up menus attached to visible items. These 
pop-up menus are dynamic and context: depen
dent, i.e. depending on the status of other parts of 
TheME. 

A very natural way for humans to present sltructural 
infonnation is to use pencil and paper to draw up a 
graph. Therefore, at the layer level, TheME offers an 
interface that has this pen-and-paper appearance to 
it. Much in the style of visual programming the user 
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can add nodes and edges to a graph. The nodes rep
resent the knowledge modules, i.e. theories or lift
definitions. The edges represent logical operations 
between modules defined in the logical framework, 
i.e. import, use or from. The user can manipulate 
the graph, while the system keeps track of the impli
cations for the modules. That means, for instance, 
that, if an edge representing an import is added, the 
corresponding logical statements in the modules are 
generated. Of course this mechanism also works the 
other way around: modifications to the structure 
through the text of modules are reflected in the visu
al representation. All modules can be moved by 
dragging them around with the mouse. In this way 
working on a layer very much resembles the activity 
of sketching the layer hierarchy on a piece of paper. 

4.1 Functionality at the model level 

The top-level of TheME presents the user with a 
view on a knowledge model that brings about the 
KADS layer structure. This is shown in Figure 1. The 
label identifies the model under construction. The 
popup menu that belongs to this window shows that 
one can select each layer and open a browser on it. 

The menu also provides a utility to make snapshots 
of the screen3. Also a facility to file in (out) a com
plete model is provided here, as well as a possibility 
to rename the model. 
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Figure 1: TopviewofTheME. 

4.2 Functionality at the layer level 

Figure 2 shows the situation after a browser on the 
domain layer has been opened. Four subviews can be 
distinguished in this browser. 

• The lower part shows a graphical representation 
of the modules and their import relations. This 
subview provides a visual-programming style in
terface. A menu attached to the subview enables: 

- adding theories; 
- several functions to lay-out the figure; 
- a function to detect unused signature elements 

in this layer. 

• In the upper-left comer an alphabetic list of all 

3. This facility was used to prepare the illustrations in this 
document 

Figure 2: Browser on the domain layer of a knowledge model 
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theories is shown. This separate list is useful for 
finding a certain theory. Selecting a theory in this 
list highlights it in the graphical subview. The 
functionality here is adding theories or browsing 
a selected one. 

• The upper-right comer contains a text subview 
showing comment for this layer. The popup me
nu contains functionality related to the layer such 
as, for instance: 
- filing in (out) a layer 
- printing the description of the layer4 

- producing LaTeX output for the layer. 

The rationale for dividing functionality between 
this subwindow and the graphical subwindow is: 
functionality that is internally directed, i.e. to
wards modifying the model, is located in the 
graphical subwindow. Externally directed func
tionality is located in this subwindow. 

The last functionality to describe at the KADS
layer-level is that of theories and liftdefinitions in 
the graphical view (see Figure 3), i.e. modules as 
part of a layer. All modules provide functionality 
for: 

• browsing, a browser can be opened on the mod
ule; 

• connecting, the user can, by means of a rubber-

4. This description has the usual syntax. 

abstract 
specify 

causeModel 
hypothesis 
observable 
observationModel 
sigma 
symptom 

sigma 
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Figure 3: Menufor an item in a layer. 

band animation, connect modules. TheME gener
ates the appropriate formal statements; 

• removing, modules can be removed, but only in 
those cases where no other modules depend on 
them; 

• renaming, if the name of a module is changed all 
references to it automatically show the new 
name. 

The browser described above views the domain layer 
as a set of knowledge modules. This view is availa
ble for all layers. For the inference layer, however, 
TheME offers also a KADS model point of view. 
I.e. a view in terms of dynamic knowledge roles and 
primitive inference actions. It should be noted that 
both views operate on the same internal model. Fig
ure 4 shows an inference layer under construction. 
Ellipsis denote primitive inference actions and rec
tangles denote dynamic knowledge roles5. The menu 

observable 

Figure 4: KADS view on an inference layer. 
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in the graphical view has been augmented with an 
option to switch between the formal and the KAD5 
view. In the KADS mode addition of elements is in 
terms of dynamic knowledge roles and primitive in
ference actions. The normal KADS restrictions apply 
for connections, e.g. no connection is possible be
tween two primitive inference actions. 

4.3 Functionality at the module level 

The modules in a layer contain the logical statements 
that make up the knowledge model. The internal 
structure of modules can be accessed by opening a 
browser upon them. An example of such a browser 
on a theory is shown in Figure 5. Notice that the lay
out (indentation, bold keywords) enhances the reada
bility. 

Here we see 10 subviews, the bottom one shows the 
textual representation of the theory. The upper ones 

5. Note that there is one module (sigma) that is neither dynamic 
knowledge role nor primitive inference action. This module is 
necessary because of properties of the fonnal framework, it has no 
KADS semantics, however. 

position 250 115 
imports; 
use hypothesis, symptom, causeModel; 
siWJB.ture 

sorts ; 
constants; 
variables 

quotedPred : X, Y; 
predicates 

Inputsymptom : quotedBool ; 
inputcaLJseModel : qLJotedBool ; 
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show lists of selected parts of the signature of the 
theory, e.g. (from left to right) lists of the sorts, 
constants, variables, predicate and function names, 
imported theories, used lifts, theories that import this 
one and finally lifts that lift from this theory. The 
last two subviews are not part of the formal syntax 
but are provided because they are very useful to ac
cess the hierachical structure of the layers. The low
er subview contains only local definitions. The upper 
subviews, on the other hand, are expanded with re
spect to the import and use relations. That means that 
they show also signature elements defined in the 
modules that this module imports or uses. 

The upper subviews can provide still more informa
tion. The constant and variable subview depend on 
the selection in the sorts view. If no sort is selected, 
all constants c.q. variables are shown. If a sort is se
lected, only those constants c.q. variables are shown 
that are of the corresponding sort. The predicate and 
function name subviews depend in a similar way: 
they show all items, or only those items that contain 
the selected sort in their schema. In this way the use 
of sorts can easily be overseen. Menus in the upper 
subviews provide functionality for adding signature 

cancel 
Ie out 
file in 

e><p am 
range 

rename 
copy 
cut 

paste 
pflntuut 

causeModel 
hypothesis 
symptom 

nspect axioms 
Inspec mooe 

PIAabstract : qLJotedBool qLJotedBool qLJotedBool ; 
functions ; 
axioms 

inputsymptom(symptom(Y ) ) & inpLJtcauseModel(caLJseFor(X symptom(Y ) ) ) -) 
pIAabstract(symptom(Y ) causeFor(X symptom(Y ) ) caLJse(X ) ) 

endpla 

Figure 5: Browser on a logical theory. 
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elements. The imports subview for instance provides 
a menu with theories to import. This menu is created 
dynamically in such a way that circular imports are 
prevented. (This is an example where functionality is 
duplicated. The same could have been achieved by 
switching to the layer browser, selecting the module 
and connecting it it.) Also one can request informa
tion about signature elements. Two kinds of infor
mation are available: about the origin of a signature 
element, i.e. where it is defined, and about its range, 
i.e. where it is used. 

The lower subview which contains the textual speci
fication of the module offers full editor functionality 
to modify the specification. Besides that it has the 
following functionality (see menu in Figure 5): 

• accept i.e. accept the modified text as part of the 
knowledge model, cancel restores the last accept
ed version of the module; 

• explain displayes what a token is, e.g. keyword, 
sort, predicate etc.; 

• range displays information about the use of a cer
tain token the user has selected; 

• rename allows the user to rename all items in a 
description (with the exception of keywords of 
course), all other occurrences of this item in the 
model will automatically show the new name; 

• printOut makes a hardcopy of the module; 

• inspect axioms displays a hierarchy of axioms, 
where the origin of axioms is still recognizable. 

Liftdefinitions have a browser analogue to a theory 
browser. The content is somewhat different, howev
er, because a liftdefinition has different elements in 
its definition. 

Interactive Module Parser. TheME offers two 
ways to modify a knowledge model which we call 
open and guided. The open way for modification 
accepts a completely new description of a module. 

use description model 
sorts ; 
constants ; 
variables 

item anltem 
description aT ext item Description 

predicates .. 
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There are two ways to add new modules to a knowl
edge model: from file or from a module browser (i.e. 
by accepting the modified text in the lower sub
view). Both ways are treated in the same way; the 
description is parsed and checked for well-formed
ness as described in section 3.2. If no inconsistency 
is detected the new module is accepted. If there is, 
the system restores the old model. The modification 
the user made is not lost, however, but is kept in the 
browser, together with an error notification. This en
ables the user to repair the error. Within this environ
ment TheME provides the following support. 

Positioned errors. In order to give maximal feed-
back it is helpful to display the error at the posi
tion where it occurs. Also, by providing such a 
functionality, the user can easily switch from ob
serving (the error) to repairing. 

Spelling correction. A common error is the mis
spelling of names in a description. TheME sup
ports a prototype version of spelling correction, 
i.e. if a certain name cannot be evaluated in the 
context of a module, the name is matched against 
all names of the same type (i.e. constant, sort or 
predicate-name). The user then is presented with 
a menu of names that resemble the misspelled 
one, from which he can select the right one. 

Automatic declarations. In case of forgotten dec
larations the system can often deduce this declara
tion from other information in the module. If this 
is the case, TheME offers the user the possibility 
to automatically generate the necessary text. 

Figure 6 shows an example of a parsing error. 

Sometimes when TheME signals an error it is evident 
how the error can be repaired. This is especially true 
in case of missing declarations of constants or vari
ables. In this case TheME offers the possibility for 
automatic generation of the appropriate specifica
tion, as shown in figure 7. 

Figure 6: Parser error notification. 
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error : description ; 
functions 

parse2 : description -> item2; 
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nameF rom T ex t : d~=-~:"""""---:-----~--:-~--:--:-:--1 
pars e 1 : des c r ip t i 0 .+-. .................. c::cc:-r e:-Ca:-;t:-:Ce--:-a s::-Cc:-:CoC::nC::s7t:-Ca n:::-:tcr---......J 

axioms crea te as variable 
isltem1(aText1 ) .. -> abort 

isltem2(aText ) -> ! isltem1(aText ) & error(aText ) ; 

Figure 7: Suggestion for repair of a parsing error. 

If only a small part of a description is modified, e.g. 
when only adding a sort, it is not necessary to parse 
the whole module. Therefore TheME offers also 
guided ways for modification which are more re
stricted and which thus require more simple check
ing. These modifications can be done in the upper 
subviews that show selected parts of a module. Inter
action is predefined and offered to the user by means 
of menus. 

5 Discussion and Conclusion 

The present implementation of TheME has been 
tested on several real-life applications, see for in
stance (Balder 1991, Balder et-al., 1990; Reinders, 
1990). Concerning the functionality the present im
plementation seems rather complete. The syntax that 
can be handled is almost the complete syntax defined 
for (MLl Our practical experience with using (ML)2 
on real-life models of expertise is encouraging. We 
gain the expected advantages of formal representa
tions over informal ones (such as removal of ambi
guity, inspectability). On the other hand, construct
ing a formal model is quite a complex activity. It is 
here that TheME as an engineering tool has demon
strated to be not only useful, but even indispensable. 
First, TheME relieves the knowledge engineer of a 
major administrative burden, by propagating changes 
throughout the model, checking their consistency 
and keeping track of the many items in the knowl
edge model. It is the experience that doing this by 
hand is virtually impossible for all but the most sim
ple models of expertise. Second, TheME enforces 
precision in modelling since it does not accept any 
change that is incompatible with the modelling lan
guage. So, sloppy modelling is impossible with 
TheME. One experiences that this is an important 
feature upon feeding (as has been done by us) 
models into TheME that were previously developed 

only manually. 

Another interesting experience from working with 
TheME concerns guidelines for formal knowledge 
modelling. How does one make a formal model of a 
given KBS application domain? This question re
garding the "process model" behind (ML)2 formalisa
tion can be answered on the basis of our current ap
plication experiences with TheME. The starting point 
for developing a formal model is the existence of a 
decent informal COMMONKADS conceptual model 
(and of course a satisfactory knowledge of (ML)2 by 
the knowledge engineer). The next step is to start 
with the inference layer, since the inference diagram 
structure of the conceptual model immediately maps 
onto the (ML)2 module structure at the inference 
layer of the formal model. Next, the lift definitions 
(i.e. the links between the domain and inference 
layers) have to be worked out. Making the lift defini
tions includes the formalisation of the dynamic 
knowledge roles (called metaclasses in the older 
KADS framework). The main new modelling deci
sions here concern the (re-) structuring of the domain 
knowledge so as to obtain a natural connection be
tween the layers. This is the hard part: the formalisa
tion of the domain and lift knowledge itself appears 
to be reasonably straightforward and is done in par
allel. Subsequently, the primitive inference actions 
are formally defined (called knowledge sources in 
the older KADS framework). The last step is to add 
the control knowledge at the task layer. The handles 
for this are the conceptual model task layer plus the 
formats and restrictions provided by (ML)2. 

In general, formal modelling is done iteratively in 
interaction with conceptual modelling. Sometimes it 
appears that the initial conceptual model is incom
plete or inconsistent. Even if there is no problem in 
this respect, formalisation of the primitive inference 
actions in particular appears to necessitate additional 
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refinements of the available knowledge. Hence, for
mal knowledge modelling helps to point out where 
additional knowledge acquisition is necessary. 

We note that there exist several other attempts to pin 
down more clearly the KADS conceptual models of 
expertise. Roughly speaking, this can be done either 
by formalising them based on mathematics and logic 
(which is the focus of the present work) or by opera
tionalising (mechanise) them in terms of a KADS
specific computer language. For instance, the 
MODEL-K approach from (Karbach et-al., 1991) 
aims at operationalising a model of expertise, but it 
does not provide a declarative representation. So, 
that work focusses on mechanisation rather than for
malisation. Mixed approaches are found in (Wetter, 
1990 and KARL (Angele et-al., 1991; Fensel et-al., 
1991). We would argue however that the formalism 
presented in (Wetter, 1990) contains a number of 
constructions that can only be understood through a 
procedural (i.e. non-declarative) semantics. The 
KARL language more closely resembles (ML)2, but 
is much more restricted and less expressive. For a 
further discussion see (van Harmelen and Balder, 
1992). One may say that there is a tension between 
formalisation and (efficient) mechanisation, and that 
the various approaches provide a different trade-off 
between the two. 

It is however our intention to couple TheME, as an 
environment to prepare formal knowledge models, 
with an interpreter for (MLf In this way formal 
(ML)2 models also become mechanisable, and it be
comes possible to simulate the problem-solving be
haviour of a model of expertise. We point out how
ever that the combination of a formal model + in
terpreter is to be seen as a simulation environment 
but it does not equal a real implementation. This type 
of mechanisation will enable to test the adequacy of 
the conceptual model by simulation of its behaviour 
(a modem design technique in itself in many branch
es of engineering), but design issues like computa
tional efficiency are not considered in this stage. On 
the other hand, it is expected that a model of exper
tise, when it has proved to be adequate via formalisa
tion and simulation, can be turned into an operation
al KBS through structure-preserving or transforma
tional design techniques. The intended coupling of 
the current implementation of TheME with an inter
preter called Si(ML)2 has recently started and prelim
inary experiments have already been carried out (ten 
Teije et-al., 1991). 

Balder et. al.: Building Formal KADS-ll Models 

In sum, the COMMONKADS approach to knowledge 
engineering conforms, as it in our opinion should, to 
recent trends in engineering in general: it attempts to 
tum KBS development into a branch of scientific en
gineering. The formal methods enterprise is a neces
sary and normal part of this, as it is in all branches of 
advanced engineering. The experiences with TheME 
shed some light on various issues related to future 
computer-aided knowledge engineering, with model
ling and simulation in a pivotal role. 

Acknowledgement. We are indebted to Frank van 
Harmelen (University of Amsterdam) who has been 
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contributed to the modelling experiences on which 
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